Abstract. We prove Khintchine type inequalities for words of a fixed length in a reduced free product of C Ã -algebras (or von Neumann algebras). These inequalities imply that the natural projection from a reduced free product onto the subspace generated by the words of a fixed length d is completely bounded with norm depending linearly on d. We then apply these results to various approximation properties on reduced free products. As a first application, we give a quick proof of Dykema's theorem on the stability of exactness under the reduced free product for C Ã -algebras. We next study the stability of the completely contractive approximation property (CCAP) under reduced free product. Our first result in this direction is that a reduced free product of finite dimensional C Ã -algebras has the CCAP. The second one asserts that a von Neumann reduced free product of injective von Neumann algebras has the weak Ã -CCAP. In the case of group C Ã -algebras, we show that a free product of weakly amenable groups with constant 1 is weakly amenable.
Introduction and background
This paper deals with the reduced free product of C Ã -algebras (and of von Neumann algebras). The construction of reduced free product was introduced independently by Avitzour [1] and Voiculescu [27] (see also a previous work by Ching [10] ). Since then it has been considerably developed and becomes today an independent direction of research, free probability theory. This theory has many interactions with other directions such that quantum probability, operator algebras and operator spaces, and turns out to be an e‰cient tool notably for the two last theories.
Our starting point is Haagerup's inequality [18] . Let F n be a free group on n generators g 1 ; . . . ; g n and W d be the subset of F n of words of length d. Then for any family fx w g of complex numbers P ; where C generators, or more generally, flðwÞg w A W d , as a lacunary set, the inequality above can be interpreted as a Khintchine type inequality in L y . Note that such a phenomenon cannot occur in the commutative setting, namely, there does not exist any infinite lacunary sequence in an abelian group which generates in L y a subspace isomorphic to l 2 .
Leinert's inequality was extended to the case of operator valued coe‰cients by Haagerup and Pisier [20] The reduced C Ã -algebra of a free group is an important example of reduced free product algebras. Thus it is natural to attempt to transfer the previous inequalities to reduced free product. This was done in the case of length 1 by Voiculescu [28] for the scalar-valued case and by Junge [22] for the vector-valued (or amalgamated) case. More precisely, we have the following free product version of Haagerup-Pisier's inequality (without amalgamation). Let ðA i ; f i Þ i A I be a family of C Ã -algebras equipped with states f i whose GNS constructions are faithful. Let A ¼ Ã Again the converse inequality is easy to be checked.
One of the main results of this paper is the extension of the inequality above to an arbitrary fixed length d, i.e. the free product version of Buchholz's inequality. The relevant constant is then 2d þ 1. This allows to show that the subspace generated by the words of length d in a reduced free product is complemented with a constant depending linearly on d. We should emphasize that this linear (or polynomial) dependence on d is crucial for applications. These results will be proved in the following two sections. We will use the formalism of operator space theory, notably, the part concerning row, column Hilbertian spaces and Haagerup tensor product.
Section 4 presents some applications of the results just mentioned. The common topic is approximation property in various senses. For instance, the previous Khintchine type inequalities can be used to provide a simple operator theoretic proof of the stability of exactness under reduced amalgamated free product, a result due to Dykema [13] (another proof was given by Dykema-Shlyakhentko [14] using Cuntz-Pimser algebra).
The main motivation of the paper comes, however, from the open problem whether the completely contractive approximation property (CCAP) is preserved by reduced free product. Although we cannot completely solve this problem, we do provide positive solutions in some particular cases. Concerning the von Neumann algebra reduced free product, we get a rather satisfactory solution: a von Neumann reduced free product of injective von Neumann algebras with respect to normal states has the weak Ã -CCAP.
On the other hand, in the case of group algebras, we completely solve the problem above: a free product of weakly amenable discrete groups with constant 1 is still weakly amenable with constant 1. This last result is an improvement of a previous theorem by Bożejko and Picardello [7] , which asserts that a free product of amenable discrete groups is weakly amenable.
From the operator space point of view, the previous problem seems quite natural. Around the same topic, a result of Sinclair and Smith [26] states that the CBAP for C Ã -algebras is stable under crossed product with discrete amenable groups. More recently, Dykema and Smith [15] proved that Cuntz-Pimsner algebras constructed over C Ã -algebras with the CBAP also have the CBAP.
In the rest of this section we briefly recall the construction of reduced free product. We will use standard notations and notions in the theory of free products and operator space theory. Our references are [29] , [16] , [25] .
Throughout the paper, ðA i ; f i Þ i A I will be a family of unital C Ã -algebras with distinguished states f i whose GNS constructions ðp i ; H i ; x i Þ are faithful. The cardinality of I will be often denoted by N (it can be an infinite cardinal number). Recall 
This Hilbert space has a natural gradation given by the direct sum. It would be helpful to think elementary tensors of the form
as words of length n in letters coming from H i 's; being the empty word, W has length 0. The set of all words is a linearly dense subset of F.
Following Voiculescu [29] , each algebra A i acts non degenerately on F from the left. More precisely, for a A A i and
Thus, the action of a on a word w can be seen as divided into three parts: a adds a letterâ a at the left of w, we will say that it is a creation, or a acts on the first letter of w, we will call it a diagonal action, or a removes the first letter of w, this is an annihilation. This terminology is consistent with the gradation of F; somehow, a is just a tri-diagonal block operator.
The faithfulness of the GNS constructions of the ðA i ; f i Þ ensures that the above representations of A i on F are faithful. Thus there is a copy of the algebraic free product
in BðFÞ, the algebra of all bounded operators on F. The reduced free product of the family ðA i ; f i Þ i A I is the C Ã -algebra generated by these actions. It is just the closure of A in BðFÞ. For convenience, it will be denoted by
The states f i determine a state f on A given by:
As usual, each A i is naturally considered as a subalgebra of A. Then the restriction of f to A i coincides with f i . Recall that the family fA i g i A I is free in ðA; fÞ.
As F, the algebraic free algebra A is naturally graded. We will denote its homogeneous part of degree d by S d :
The completion of S d in A will be called A d :
As for elements in the free Fock space, we will often refer to elements in A i as letters and elementary tensors in S d as words. Thus viewed in A, a word a 1 n Á Á Á n a d is also equal to the product a 1 Á Á Á a d . On the other hand, A d is the closed subspace of A generated by the words of length d. We will call it the homogeneous subspace of degree d.
The construction above can also be done in the category of von Neumann algebras. Let ðM i ; f i Þ be von Neumann algebras with distinguished normal states whose GNS constructions are faithful. Then the von Neumann algebra reduced free product of the ðM i ; f i Þ is the weak Ã -closure of Ã i ðM i ; f i Þ in BðFÞ, which will be denoted by ðM; fÞ ¼ Ã i ðM i ; f i Þ. Again, the M i are regarded as von Neumann subalgebras of M, and then the restriction of f to M i is equal to f i . The homogeneous subspace of degree d of M is the weak Ã -closure of S d above (with A i replaced by M i ). It will be denoted by M d .
Concerning operator spaces, we will need only very few notions beyond the basic definitions (completely bounded maps, minimal tensor norm). If H is a Hilbert space, we use the notation H C for the column operator space structure on H, that is obtained by the obvious inclusion H H BðC; HÞ, the space of bounded maps from C to H. Its row counterpart, H R comes from the inclusion H H BðH Ã ; CÞ. For other unexplained definitions (e.g. Haagerup tensor product), we refer to [16] , [25] . M n stands for the full algebra of n Â n complex matrices and K for the algebra of compact operators on l 2 .
In the remainder of the paper, all notations just introduced will be kept to have the previous meanings, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Khintchine inequalities
This section is devoted to the Khintchine type inequalities for S d . The following first lemmas are well known and will be the basic building blocks. The underlying idea is quite simple, it consists in decomposing the operators in S d in an appropriate way with respect to the gradation of F. As in section 1, ðA i ; f i Þ i A I denotes a family of C Ã -algebras with distinguished states f i whose GNS constructions ðp i ; H i ; x i Þ are faithful. ðA; fÞ is the associated reduced free product.
For each k A I, let P k be the projection from F onto the subspace
. Let s : S 1 ! BðFÞ be defined by sðaÞ ¼ P k aP k if a A A k . Actually, s can be defined from l y ððA i ÞÞ to BðFÞ by the same formula.
Lemma 2.1. The map s extends to a complete contraction from l y ððA i ÞÞ to BðFÞ.
Proof. It su‰ces to prove that for a k; i A A k and m k; i A M d ðd A NÞ P
Since the P k are mutually orthogonal, we have P
The last equality occurs as the embedding A k H BðFÞ is a complete isometry. 
More precisely, for a k; i A A k and m k; i A M d : P
Moreover, the natural map
Proof. Let a k; i A A k and m k; i A M d . Since the P k are mutually orthogonal projections, thanks to the previous lemma, we have:
The last inequality comes from the fact that P This gives the majoration. For the minoration, one only needs to determine the action of the first term above on W.
The second assertion follows from the first one for the natural map
is a complete contraction. r
Passing to adjoints, and letting K 1 ¼ L Corollary 2.4. We have completely isometrically
With, for a k; i A A k and m k; i A M d : P
Moreover, the natural map r 1 :
Algebraically, we can identify S d with a subspace of S 
where
Here the direct sum is in the l y -sense.
The big sum appearing on the right will be denoted by X d in the sequel. The induced operator space structure obtained on S d after completion is denoted by E d (the fact that it is indeed a norm will follow from the following theorem). We denote by k the inclusion from S d to A d .
We also need to introduce X d as
By virtue of elementary properties of Haagerup tensor product, there is a natural (completely isometric) embedding of
The following is the Khintchine inequality for S d . Note that [23] contains a variant of this inequality (with worse constants) as well as its generalization to noncommutative L pspaces.
Theorem 2.5. We have a complete isomorphism E d A A d . More precisely, for any n f 1 and x A M n ðS d Þ, we have:
The proof will consist in constructing two maps P d and Y d with kP d k cb e 2d þ 1, kY d k cb e 1 such that the following diagram commutes:
With these identifications S d is a dense subspace of both A d and E d , thus to get an isomorphism in the theorem, it su‰ces to prove that the norms induced on S d are equivalent. This boils down to the norm estimates in ðK d Þ.
Majoration. We start with the upper estimate and the definition of P d . For any 0 e k e d, the product map
! BðFÞ is completely contractive by the very definition of the Haagerup tensor product. In the same way, the map
is a complete contraction since s is. Hence, we can define a map P d : X d ! BðFÞ as the formal sum of the previous product maps. It is completely bounded with norm less than or equal to 2d þ 1. If we take
To get the upper estimate, it su‰ces to prove that the above expression is exactly a 1 n Á Á Á n a d viewed in the free product. Fact 2.6. In BðFÞ, we have the identities : and show that they are exactly the 2d þ 1 terms from P d .
We proceed case by case, corresponding to the position of a letter P ? : .
(1) Assume that there is a P ? : immediately at the left of an a : in a given term. Then there must be a P : at the right of this a : . Consequently, the next factor on the right must be of the form P ? : a : P : as the P's are mutually orthogonal. So the word is of the form
Reading from left to right, consider now the first P ?
: immediately at the left of an a : , say, it is at position k. Since it is the first with that property, for the factor at position ðk À 1Þ, we have only two possibilities:
, then the whole word must be
according to the previous observations. It is P i kÀ1 a kÀ1 P i kÀ1 , then the letter at the right of a kÀ2 must be a P ? , so the whole word is
(2) Assume that we are not in the previous situation but there is a P ? : immediately at the right of an a : . Then there must be a P : at the left of this a : . So at the right of the previous a : there must be a P ?
: . Thus the word is of the form P : a :
We can consider the last P : at all, then since the P : are mutually orthogonal, we must have d ¼ 1. For this length, the result is obvious.
Therefore, we have proved the fact and thus the majoration in ðK d Þ.
Minoration. Now we turn to the lower estimate in ðK d Þ. First, we fix 0 e k e d and prove that for a A M n ðS d Þ, we have
Since L 1 is a column operator space and K 1 a row operator space, we have as an operator space
is so identified with a subspace of
with j 1 3 j 2 3 Á Á Á 3 j dÀk , we have the formula
The operators we are interested in are those from y
The conditions on the indices in the sum in S d imply that they do not act (i.e. they vanish) on L
. Thus as an operator space,
Let P n be the projection from F onto the subspace generated by the words of length n. Then we claim that for any a A S d
ðaÞ:
This is easy by a length argument. By linearity, it su‰ces to consider the case where a ¼ a 1 n Á Á Á n a d is an elementary tensor. According to the decomposition in Fact 2.6, a acts on F as follows: either a first annihilates q times and then creates ðd À qÞ times, or a first annihilates q times, then acts once diagonally and finally creates ðd À q À 1Þ times. It is clear that to pass from a word in F of length d À k to a word of length k, the latter case cannot occur, and that in the former, q must be equal to d À k, i.e. a must first annihilate d À k times and then create k times. This is exactly the formula ð * Þ.
For the second kind of terms in the minoration, we apply the same identification procedure. First, by standard results on Haagerup tensor product, the operator space
So its norm is the supremum of N norms (N being the cardinal of I ). Let us fix j and concentrate on the norm for this j. Consider an element a A M n ðS d Þ, and denote by C j ðaÞ its part whose ðk þ 1Þ th letters are in A j . Then the norm corresponding to j is
Since in every word of C j ðaÞ, the two letters immediately before and after the ðk þ 1Þ th belong respectively to A i and A i 0 with i 3 j, i 0 3 j, the norm of C j ðaÞ is the same as the norm of a matrix of operators
After these preliminary observations, we now restrict our attention to a fixed
we have
As previously, the operators of this type can be recovered directly from a using restrictions and compressions. To that end, consider the two subspaces of F defined by
We have the following obvious identifications:
To conclude, we just need to check that
where U is the projection from F to T. Let
n H j as above, and let us determine the actions of both operators on it.
The first remark is that both C j ÀÀ y
. For Ua Á h, this follows by a length argument: otherwise, a Á h is a sum of words of length at least k þ 2. For the second operator
ðaÞ ÁÁ , this is clear by ð ** Þ. Now, we distinguish two cases with respect to the value of w:
Thus, this yields
By ð ** Þ, this is exactly
, then a Á h is a finite sum of words of length greater than k þ 1, so to prove the announced equality we can assume that p ¼ l kþ1 . Then as above we easily recover ð ** Þ using the identification of T with L
This concludes the proof for the lower bound. If we sum up all compressions (injections) and restrictions, we get the desired map
Remark 2.7. We have chosen a fast way to construct the map P d using the Haagerup tensor product. Actually, it is possible to define an extension X d of P d defined on X d which is Ã-weakly continuous. It su‰ces to notice that kðaÞ can be recovered from iðaÞ just using sums of ampliations/restrictions/projections. We give a brief sketch keeping the same notation as before. For instance, let t A BðL
Using some compression, we can define an operator m j; k ðtÞ A BðS; TÞ as at the end of the proof above. Then tensorizing m j; k ðtÞ with the identity of F yields an operator n j; k ðtÞ A BðS n F; T n FÞ. Let u : F ! S n F and v : F ! T n F be the natural partial isometries obtained from associativity of tensor product. Put l k; j ðtÞ ¼ v Ã n j; k ðtÞu. Summing over j gives a completely contractive map from BðL 
. The norm of a is then equivalent to the maximum of five terms P
Remark 2.9. When the set I is finite (with cardinal N), we can forget the terms
Indeed they are dominated by the other d þ 1 terms but we have to pay for the norm of the identity maps from l y ððA i ÞÞ to L 1 and to K 1 .
Remark 2.10. In the result of Buchholz [8] , there are only d þ 1 terms in his Khintchine inequality. This is not surprising, if one notices that S d in the free product Ã We point out that the previous results extend almost verbatim to von Neumann algebras free product and amalgamated free product. We conclude this section by a very brief discussion on the former, and postpone the latter to the last section.
Let ðM i ; f i Þ be von Neumann algebras with distinguished normal states (with faithful GNS constructions). Then the von Neumann reduced free product Ã
We still keep the same notations as before, but we denote by
To be consistent with our previous approach, we can write it as
where n eh stands for the extended Haagerup tensor product (see [17] , [16] ). Let E d be the weak
It is straightforward to check that all maps (y 1 , r 1 ) considered earlier for C Ã -algebras are weak Ã -continuous in the von Neumann algebra setting. Now the situation is very similar to that before and is summed up by the diagram
The main di¤erence compared with the C Ã -algebra case comes from the fact that the images of
Projections onto homogeneous subspaces
In this section we investigate the complementation of the homogeneous subspace A d of degree d in the reduced free product ðA; fÞ ¼ Ã i ðA i ; f i Þ. For this purpose, we put
that is, W d is the closure in A of all polynomials of degree e d. For an element a in the algebraic free product A, we define P d ðaÞ to be its homogeneous part of degree d. Thus
The following is the main result of this section. We need some preparations for the proof. Let T be the unit circle of the complex plane. For each z A T there is a unitary U z defined on F by
For n A Z, we let H n be the completely contractive projection on BðFÞ defined by
where the integral is taken with respect to the weak operator topology, dm being normalized Lebesgue measure on T. Roughly speaking, H n ðaÞ is the part of a that sends tensors of length k to tensors of length k þ n. Proof. The point is that for any operator x A BðFÞ, with respect to the gradation of F, the block matrix of H n ðxÞ ¼ ðh i; j Þ i; jf0 has only non zero coe‰cients when i À j ¼ n, so
Thus it su‰ces to show that this supremum stagnates after
Consider the natural partial isometries (obtained by associativity of tensor products):
Then, it is easy to check that for any
Below is a brief sketch: by linearity, we can assume that x is homogeneous of degree k e d. By virtue of the decomposition in Fact 2.6, we know precisely how x acts as an operator. H n ðxÞ is the part of x which sends words of length p to words of length p þ n. There are two possibilities:
x first annihilates q letters, then creates r letters with r þ q ¼ k and r À q ¼ n. Of course, we must have p f q.
x first annihilates q letters, then acts once diagonally and finally creates r letters with r þ q þ 1 ¼ k and r À q ¼ n. In that situation, we must have p > q, because there is no diagonal action on the empty word W.
In both cases, the maximum value of q is exactly d 0 . Therefore, acting on a word of length p, H n ðxÞ sees at most only the first d 0 letters of the word. This yields the desired identity from which the lemma easily follows. r Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, we notice that for any a in the algebraic free product,
have acted diagonally on W which is impossible. Therefore, we deduce that H n ðaÞ vanishes on H d 0 , as announced. Now, let a A M s ðAÞ (the algebra of matrices over the algebraic free product). Using the previous lemma and the fact that Q d is the projection onto W d , we get
However, by the remark above, the restriction to H dÀn 2 ½ of ðH n n Id M s ÞðQ d n Id M s ÞðaÞ coincides with that of ðH n n Id M s ÞðaÞ. Therefore, However, this estimate for kT r k cb is too bad for applications. In fact, for the study of approximation properties in the next section, we will need to know more precisely that T r is completely contractive. On the other hand, we will also need to truncate T r . That T r is a complete contraction is an immediate consequence of the following theorem due to Blanchard-Dykema [2] , which will be a main tool for the next section too. can be extended to a normal map between the von Neumann algebra reduced free products.
Proposition 3.5. Let P d be the natural projection from A onto A d as in Corollary 3.3. Given 0 e r < 1 and n A N define
Then T r and T r; n are completely bounded maps on A with kT r k cb e 1 and kT r; n k cb e 1 þ 4nr
The maps T e Àt , for t f 0, form a one parameter semigroup of unital completely positive maps on A preserving the state f.
Moreover, the sequence T n ¼ T ð1À1= ffiffi n p Þ; n tends pointwise to the identity of A and
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.4 with
These maps are obviously unital, completely positive and preserve the states. Formally,
There does not exist any trouble since the series above is absolutely convergent for any 0 e r < 1, as already observed previously. Moreover, we know that Ã i U r; i cb ¼ 1. Thus by the triangular inequality:
As Ã i U r; i is bounded uniformly in r and tends to the identity pointwise on A as r ! 1, the second assertion follows from simple computations as T n is just a perturbation of
The semigroup ðT e Àt Þ tf0 above is called the Poisson semigroup or kernel on A because of its analogy with the usual Poisson kernel on the unit circle. Remark 3.6. All previous results extend to the case of amalgamated reduced free products or von Neumann algebra reduced free products (see section 5 for the amalgamated case). In the latter case, all maps constructed above are normal. Just note that the normality of P d follows from that of the Poisson kernel T r .
Remark 3.7. The results analogous to those presented in this section are well known for free groups and are due to Haagerup [18] . Corollary 3.3 in the case of free groups can also be deduced from the fact that a free group acts non trivially on a tree [5] . This is also related to another property; the Herz-Schur multiplier z jgj on a free group is a coe‰cient of a uniformly bounded representation. This latter result is due to Bożejko [6] . If the A i 's are reduced group C Ã -algebras (say A i ¼ C Ã l ðG i Þ), the projection P d is a Herz-Schur multiplier on the group free product Ã N i¼1 G i . Following a previous unpublished work of Haagerup and Szwarc, Wysoczań ski [30] was able to compute explicitly the norm of such multipliers in terms of trace norms of some Hankelian matrices. Using his result, one can easily get that if N ¼ y and all the groups are infinite then kP d k cb =d ! d!y 8=p. This shows that the linear growth estimate is the best possible.
Applications
We will apply the results in the previous two sections to study various approximation properties for reduced free products.
4.1.
Exactness. An operator space X is said to be exact, if there is a constant l such that for any (closed) ideal I of a C Ã -algebra B, the natural map T : X n min B=ðX n min I Þ ! X n min B=I is invertible with kT À1 k e l. The exactness constant of X is then the infimum over all such constants l.
There are various equivalent reformulations of exactness, we refer to [25] for more information. Among well-known results, we mention that if a C Ã -algebra A is exact, then its exactness constant is 1. Moreover, the l-exactness property can be thought as an approximation property: the inclusion of A into BðHÞ can be approximated in the point norm topology by finite rank unital completely positive maps, with factorization norm through M n bounded by l.
The column and row Hilbert spaces, the space K of compact operators on l 2 are examples of 1-exact operator spaces. More generally, X and K n min X ¼ C n h X n h R have the same exactness constant, where C and R are respectively the row and column space based on l 2 . We will also need that a direct sum (in the l y -sense) of l-exact operator spaces is also l-exact.
Stability of exactness under (amalgamated) reduced free product was first proved by Dykema [13] and another proof was later given by Dykema-Shlyakenthko [14] .
Here we present a simpler proof using our Khintchine inequalities. It consists of a mere adaptation of a nice argument by Pisier (see [25] , chapter 17). Proof. Since we are dealing with C Ã -algebras, we have to show that for any ideal I p B of a C Ã algebra B and any element x in A n B, we have kðId n rÞxk An min B=I ¼ kr rðxÞk ðAn min BÞ=ðAn min I Þ ;
where r : B ! B=I andr r : A n min B ! ðA n min BÞ=ðA n min I Þ are the quotient maps. Taking 2n-root and letting n ! y, we obtain the desired inequality for any x A W d n B and every d. The conclusion follows by the density of the W d 's in A. r Remark 4.2. Since Khintchine inequalities are true for amalgamated free product, the same proof can be carried out to the amalgamated case (see the last section for more details).
4.2.
CCAP. An operator space X is said to have the completely bounded approximation property (CBAP) with constant l if the identity of X is the limit for the point norm topology of a net of finite rank l-completely bounded maps. As far as we are concerned, we will deal with the completely contractive approximation property (CCAP), that is the CBAP with constant 1.
Similarly, if X is a dual space, it has the weak Ã -CCAP if the identity of X is the limit in the point weak Ã -topology of a net of finite rank completely contractive weak Ã -continuous maps. This is equivalent to say that the predual X Ã of X has the CCAP.
For C Ã -algebras, the CCAP is a notion stronger than exactness.
It is an open question to know if the CCAP passes to reduced free products. In this section, we give some partial answers.
Our first result on the CCAP is the following Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.5 for the maps T n defined there are of finite rank in the present situation. r Remark 4.4. More generally, assume that for each i, there is a net of finite rank unital completely positive maps preserving the state f i on A i converging to the identity pointwise in norm, then A has the CCAP. This follows directly by composing the truncated Poisson kernel with the free product of the approximating sequences. This condition implies, of course, that the A i are nuclear.
Thus the problem of proving the CCAP for a reduced free product reduces to find an approximating net as in the remark above for each factor C Ã -algebra in the product. With this in mind we have the following Proposition 4.5. Let A be a nuclear unital C Ã -algebra and f a faithful state on A ÃÃ . Then there is a net of finite rank unital completely positive maps T i : A ! A converging to the identity pointwise in norm such that f T i ¼ f.
Proof. Since A is nuclear, A ÃÃ is semidiscrete. So there are normal unital completely positive maps V i : A ÃÃ ! A ÃÃ converging pointwise to the identity for the weak Ã -topology, admitting a normal completely positive factorization V i ¼ b i a i with Thus passing to convex combinations, we can assume a n ! 1 in norm. Consequently, ka n k ! 1. Then dividing by ka n k, we can further assume 0 e a n e 1. Now we definẽ Let V iÃ be the pre-adjoint of V i . Then V iÃ ¼ a iÃ b iÃ . Taking convex combinations, the maps V iÃ can be assumed to tend to the identity pointwise in norm on A Ã .
At this stage, we have that kf V i À fk ! 0. By the Jordan decomposition there are positive linear functionals c i ,
It is easy to check that the sequence ðU i Þ shares the properties of ðV i Þ: it consists of normal completely positive maps tending to the identity pointwise in the weak Ã -topology such that limkU i k ¼ 1 and U nÃ tends pointwise in norm to the identity on A Ã . The point now is that as functionals
Hence by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there are selfadjoint elements a i in A ÃÃ such that 0 e a i e 1 and Ex A A ÃÃ ; f À U i ða i xa i Þ Á ¼ fðxÞ:
Passing to a subnet if necessary, we can assume that a i and a Then S i is a finite rank completely positive map preserving the state f on A ÃÃ . Moreover, the same kind of arguments as above leads to the fact that the net S i converges to the identity of A ÃÃ weak Ã -pointwise with limkS i k ¼ 1. Restricting to A and taking some convex combinations, we get finite rank completely positive maps S 0 i : A ! A converging to the identity in norm and preserving the state with limkS 0 i k ¼ 1. Finally, the desired net T i is given by
We have thus achieved the proof. r
There are few C Ã -algebras whose biduals admit normal faithful states. In fact, Chu [11] proved that A ÃÃ has a normal faithful state i¤ A ÃÃ is atomic.
However, the situation is much more satisfactory for von Neumann algebras. One can easily adapt the arguments in the proof of Proposition 4.5 to get the Proposition 4.6. Let M be a semidiscrete von Neumann algebra and f a normal state on M. Then there are normal finite rank unital completely positive maps preserving f and converging to the identity in the point weak Ã -topology.
Proof. If f is faithful, then the result follows from an easy adaptation of the proof of Proposition 4.5.
Let us consider the general case. Let p be the support of f. Assume that the central support cðpÞ of p is 1. Then by the comparison theorem for projections (see [12] , paragraph 2, Chapter III, Lemma 1) and Zorn's lemma, there is a family of orthogonal projections
Then it follows that for H ¼ l I 2 with an orthonormal basis ðe i Þ i A I , there is a projection q A pMp n BðHÞ with q f p n P e i 0 , so that
With this identification the state f is the restriction of f n o e i 0 to M.
Since pMp is semidiscrete and f is faithful on it, we already know that there is a net U a : pMp ! pMp of normal finite rank unital completely positive maps preserving f that converges to the identity for the weak Ã -topology. Similarly, it is not hard to construct a family of normal finite rank unital completely positive maps V a on BðHÞ preserving o e i 0 that converges to the identity for the weak Ã -topology on BðHÞ. Then, the maps T a : M ! M given by T a ðxÞ ¼ qðU a n V a ÞðxÞq have the required properties.
Finally, if cðpÞ 3 1, we have M ¼ cðpÞM l cðpÞ ? M. To construct the approximating net, we use the above argument for the cðpÞM part and the semidiscretness of cðpÞ ? M (since f is zero on it). r Remark 4.7. The argument for the reduction of the general case to the faithful case was kindly shown to us by U¤e Haagerup.
The preceding proposition implies a corresponding result on the weak Ã -CCAP for von Neumann reduced product. To this end let us first recall the following well-known elementary fact. Let B be a C Ã -algebra with a given state r and V a unital completely positive map on C such that r V ¼ r. Then V naturally induces a contraction on L 2 ðB; rÞ (resp. L 2 ðB; rÞ op ). The same is true if B is a von Neumann algebra and r, V are normal. We consider approximating sequences obtained by the previous scheme, the truncations T N of the Poisson kernel composed with the free product maps ðU n ¼ Ã U i; n Þ n . We obtain a net of normal unital finite rank completely bounded maps V N; n ¼ U n T N : M ! M. It remains to verify that it converges Ã-weakly to the identity. For fixed N, V N; n factorizes normally through L keN X d by virtue of the Khintchine inequalities. We have a commutative
As G d; n tends Ã-weakly to the identity and all maps in the diagram are normal, we get that for any
So, by general principles, it follows that
At the time of this writing we do not know whether any nuclear unital C Ã -algebra A possesses a net of finite rank completely positive unital maps preserving a given state. It is however easy to see that the answer is a‰rmative for the unitizationK K of the compact operator algebra K. Indeed, given a state f on K, considering a basis that diagonalizes f and using truncation with respect to that basis we get a net of maps on K with all requirements. (Note that on K, the GNS representation of a state is always faithful.) Proposition 4.9. For any states c, f onK K, the reduced free product ðK K; fÞ Ã ðK K; cÞ has the CCAP.
The nuclearity/semidiscretness hypothesis actually fits very well with our situation. Next, we try to drop this hypothesis. The very first obstacle we encounter is how to extend a completely bounded state preserving map on a C Ã -algebra equipped with a state to the associated L 2 -space. In fact, if we want to approximate the identity on a reduced free product, the operator spaces appearing in the Khintchine inequalities suggest that we should perform simultaneously approximations for each algebra and the associated L 2 spaces. If we assume only the CCAP for the C Ã -algebra, it is not even clear that the approximating sequence can be chosen to be bounded in the L 2 -norm with respect to any state. In the following lemma, we will assume that all endomorphisms in consideration have natural bounded extensions to the corresponding L 2 -spaces. 
admits a completely bounded extension on A d with cb-norm majorized by
Proof. This map Suppose that for each i, there is a net of finite rank maps ðV i; j Þ j A J on A i converging to the identity pointwise, preserving the state and such that lim sup j kV i; j k cb ¼ 1 (consequently, all A i have the CCAP).
Assume moreover that for each pair ði; jÞ, there is a completely positive unital map U i; j : A i ! B i preserving the states, such that Proof. For simplicity we can assume that I is finite, which is not relevant for the CCAP.
The first assumption allows us to view A as a subalgebra of B by [2] , Proposition 2.
Since the maps U i; j are completely positive and preserve the states, they extend to contractions from
Passing to a subnet if necessary, we may assume that e i; j e 1 for all i and j, where
Then we deduce that the V i; j also extend to bounded maps on L 2 ðA i ; f i Þ and L 2 ðA i ; f i Þ op and supfkV i; j k cb ; kV i; j k BðL 2 ðA i ; f i ÞÞ ; kV i; j k BðL 2 ðA i ; f i Þ op Þ ; i A I ; j A Jg e 2:
Thus Lemma 4.10 yields the product maps
dependence on k here). To get a finite rank approximation of the identity of A, we consider the following (with
These maps are all of finite rank and completely bounded. Obviously, ðD N; j Þ tends (as N; j ! y) to the identity on the dense vector subspace of A consisting of linear combinations of elementary tensors. To conclude, we only need to check that lim
To that end, by Theorem 3.4, we get unital completely positive maps Ã i U i; j : A ! B. In B, we can consider the approximation of the identity T N given by Proposition 3.5. Define the maps
Then we have lim sup j; N kE N; j k cb ¼ 1. By the triangular inequality kD N; j k cb e kE N; j k cb þ kE N; j À D N; j k cb :
We have
10. Thus we deduce:
For group C Ã -algebras, we have more information about the CBAP. We refer to [5] , [7] , [19] for background on the subject. Given a discrete group G, we denote as usual by C Ã l ðGÞ and VNðGÞ the reduced C Ã -algebra and von Neumann algebra of G, respectively. These algebras are generated by the left regular representation l of G on l 2 ðGÞ and equipped with the canonical tracial faithful vector state o d e . Here, we use the standard notation fd g ; g A Gg for the canonical basis of l 2 ðGÞ (e being the neutral element of G). For group von Neumann algebras and more generally finite von Neumann algebras, a yet more approximation property has attracted a lot of attention since many years. It is the so-called Haagerup property: A finite (separable) von Neumann algebra M with a faithful normal trace t has the Haagerup property if there is a sequence of unital completely positive maps T n : M ! M such that t T n ¼ t, whose natural extensions to L 2 are compact and ðT n Þ converges to the identity for the point norm topology in L 2 . Of course, this implies that T n actually tends to the identity of M for the point weak Ã -topology.
It is known that this property is preserved by reduced free product ( [4] and [21] ). The main di¤erence with the CCAP relies on the fact that the maps T n are only compact and not of finite rank. It is however conjectured that a group is weakly amenable with constant 1 if and only if it has the Haagerup property (see [9] ).
The amalgamated case
In this short section, we briefly explain how to extend the previous results to amalgamated free products.
We start with some considerations about the amalgamated Haagerup tensor product and Hilbert C Ã -modules. A good reference for this material is [3] .
For simplicity, we will always assume that all C Ã -algebras are unital and all modules are full. If H and K are two right C Ã -modules over a C Ã -algebra B, Let H be a right C Ã -B-module. The C Ã -module structure can be used to endow H with a canonical operator space structure, just as the column Hilbert space structure for a Hilbert space. More precisely, it is inherited from the identifications
Here B n (resp. H n ) is the direct sum of n copies of B (resp. H). For instance, the scalar product of B n is hðb i Þ; ðb
; HÞ ¼ B B ðB; HÞ.) We will denote this operator space structure by H C .
Similarly, if K is a left C Ã -B-module, the row operator space structure on K comes from the identifications
We will denote this operator space structure by K R .
The Haagerup tensor product has a modular counterpart for operator spaces X and Y which are respectively right and left B-modules (B can merely be an algebra). It is defined as the quotient of the usual Haagerup product X n h Y by the subspace spanned by xb n y À x n by with x A X , y A Y and b A B, we denote it by X n hB Y . Obviously, it has the universal property that for any completely contractive maps s : X ! BðHÞ, r : Y ! BðHÞ (with H a Hilbert space) so that sðxbÞrðyÞ ¼ sðxÞrðbyÞ (with the above notations), there is a unique completely contractive map s:r : X n hB Y ! BðHÞ so that s:rðx n yÞ ¼ sðxÞrðyÞ. Now, assume that B is a unital C Ã -algebra, and ðA i Þ i A I is a family of C Ã -algebras containing B as a common unital C Ã -subalgebra with conditional expectations f i : A i ! B whose GNS representations are faithful. Then we can define the reduced free product of the A i with amalgamation over B. The space H i ¼ L 2 ðA i ; f i Þ, (resp. H Let F be the Hilbert C Ã -B-module Fock space associated to the free product:
where n B denotes the interior tensor product with respect to the left action of B.
The reduced amalgamated free product Ã i A I ðA i ; f i Þ is then the C Ã -subalgebra of B B ðFÞ generated by the copies of the A i 's (cf. section 1 for the formulas). In the algebraic amalgamated free product of the A i , we will use S d to denote the space of homogeneous elements of length d.
In this setting, the projections P k of section 2 are well defined as adjointable right Bmodular maps on F. Moreover, the P k commute with the action of B. We keep all the previous notations, L 1 is the operator space in From the extension of the lemmas in section 1 and the universal property of the modular Haagerup tensor product, it is obvious that the majoration of Theorem 2.5 remains true. To adapt the proof of the minoration we simply need to show the following, which is just the modular version of the well-known fact that H C n h A n h K R ¼ A n min KðK; HÞ. H C n hB A n hB K R ! B B ðK n B X ; H n B X Þ; h n a n k 7 ! À k 0 n x 7 ! h n ðahk; k 0 iÞx Á ;
( is a complete isometry.
Proof. From the universal property of Haagerup tensor product, F is completely contractive. Let x ¼ P i h i n a i n k i A H C n A n K R . It is know that there are contractive approximate units ðe n Þ in K B ðHÞ and ð f m Þ in K B ðKÞ, which are of the following form: 
:
The conclusion then follows easily from the fact that both ðhu s ; u s 0 iÞ s; s 0 eM m A M M m ðBÞ and ðhv t ; v t 0 iÞ t; t 0 eN n A M N n ðBÞ are contractive. r From this result, it follows that Khintchine inequalities are true in the amalgamated case. Consequently, all results in section 3 extend to amalgamated reduced free products, as already pointed out at the end of that section. Now let A and B be C Ã -algebras with B H A a unital C Ã -subalgebra. Assume that there is a conditional expectation f from A onto B. Then f induces a right Hilbert C Ã -Bmodule in A. A is, of course, a left B-module in the natural way. We also view A as a subalgebra of B B ðAÞ.
Proposition 5.2. Let A, B be as above, and let H, K be right C Ã -B-modules. If A is exact, then H C n hB A n hB K R is 1-exact.
Proof. Since exactness is a local notion and the Haagerup tensor product is injective, we can assume that H and K are countably generated. Hence by Kasparov's stabilization theorem, they are complemented in B N . Then H C n hB A n hB K R H B N C n hB A n hB B N R completely isometrically:
